Hello Tom
Tom is correct. I omitted crossing out the Max G for the Round Lake Permit (clerical error). I did
cross it out on the copy that was sent to Tom. Tom and I talked about this before I issued the
permit. Max G was used prior to this year as a Field Trial Use permit. It would have still had to
be used under that designation. This would involve extensive monitoring and analysis.
Tom and I then decided the most standard and economical route would be to use an approved
2,4‐D product such as DMA‐4 or Navigate. So it is understood that either Navigate or DMA‐4
may be used on Round Lake and Little Round Lake and no herbicide concentration monitoring is
required.

 Mark Sundeen
Water Resource Management Specialist
Northern Region
810 W. Maple St.
Spooner, Wisconsin
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources

() phone: (715) 635-4074
() fax:
(715) 635-4013
() e-mail: mark.sundeen@wisconsin.gov

How did I do? Fill out this customer survey ‐
‐ https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/WDNRWater

From: tom kintzinger [mailto:tk25@centurytel.net]
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2013 10:39 AM
To: Sundeen, Mark R - DNR
Subject: Round & Little Round Sawyer County Milfoil AIS permits

Hello Mark:
I’m the Treasurer and Milfoil Coordinator for Round Lake Property Owners
Association.
Thank you for sending the approved permits to us.
On The Round Lake permit NO‐2013‐58‐816 the proposed and approved
chemicals are Renovate Max G DMA 4 IVM (liquid 24 D)

On The Little Round permit NO‐2013‐58‐817 the proposed chemicals are the
same but Renovate Max G is crossed out and apparently not approved on Little
Round only.
After talking with Tom Connell he implies that Renovate Max G was also not
approved on Round Lake although the approved permit does not reflect this.
Mr. Connell also stated that Max G was going to be replaced with “Navigate” on
both lakes although this is not on either permit.
Can you please clarify this issue for our association? Can Max G be used on
Round Lake or was there just a clerical error? Is Navigate OK even though not on
either permit?
I also do the website for Round Lake Property Owners Association
www.roundthelake.com
Can treatment notification be put on our website as alternative to letters? We
also have several hundred email addresses and could send notification by email.
What needs to be put in the notification to affected homeowners?
Can we hand deliver (put inside their front door or tape to their front door) the
notifications to each affected property owner if electronic notification not
acceptable?
Thank you in advance,
tom kintzinger RLPOA
H 715‐462‐3770
C 715‐699‐8752

